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Abstract—Experimental investigation of yield stress measurements for Alcoflood and Xanthan polymers solutions and their emulsions with crude oil were studied using RheoStress RS100 under controlled stress mode. The yield stress study was investigated over a wide range of polymer concentration, two concentrations of crude oil, and different type of polymers. For the same polymer concentration of 104 ppm, the aqueous solution of AF1285 reported a higher resistance to flow than the aqueous solution of AF1235. The apparent yield stresses for Alcoflood aqueous solutions and their crude oil emulsions are increased by polymer concentration. Higher concentration of Xanthan aqueous solutions showed higher ascending and descending rheograms. For Xanthan concentration of  São Paulo 1000 ppm, very low yield stresses are found for all the Xanthan solutions and oil emulsions. For 75% crude oil emulsions, almost similar rheograms behaviors are reported for all the tested Xanthan concentrations. The yield stress analysis showed that the higher Xanthan concentration leads to a higher resistance for both of aqueous solutions and emulsions to startup.

Index Terms—Yield stress, Alcoflood polymer, Xanthan gums, crude oil emulsion.

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer aqueous solutions can be utilized in the enhanced oil recovery to extract some of the residual crude oil (i.e. around 40-50 % of the original oil) available in the oil formation which cannot be obtained during the traditional primary techniques. In the enhanced oil recovery stage, polymers are commonly used to modify the rheology of the aqueous phase to improve mobility ratio, sweep efficiency, and increase recovery and oil production rates. The process of polymer injection into the oil well usually leads to the formation of crude oil-polymer emulsion. The knowledge of the oil phase interaction within the aqueous continuous phase is necessary to understand the oil displacement by polymer solution. Also, understanding of the rheological properties of crude oil–polymer emulsion system is important in pipeline transportation. There are two main polymers being used in the polymer flooding stage. These polymers are polyacrylamide and polysaccharides biopolymer or Xanthan gum [1], [2].

The first type of polymer can be prepared by the polymerization of the acrylamide monomer to produce polyacrylamide. Through hydrolysis some of the acrylamide monomers are converted to carboxylate groups with a negative charge. The polyacrylamide polymer is commonly utilized in modern technologies as a thickening agent, suspending agent, turbulent reduction agent and in the enhanced oil recovery [3], [4]. The second type of polymer that can be used in the enhanced oil recovery is the Xanthan gum, which is a high molecular weight extracellular polysaccharide produced by bacteria of the genus Xanthomonas campesstri. Several important applications such as food, pharmaceutical, and oil industries involve Xanthan gum in their processes [5], [6].

Numerous rheological studies on polyacrylamide aqueous solutions have been found in the literature. Among these, Li and McCarthy [7] studied the flow behavior of polyacrylamide aqueous solution in pipelines, Ghoniem et al. [8] and Chang and Darby [9] reported mechanical degradation of polyacrylamide aqueous solution. Dupuis et al. [10] studied the rheological behavior of polyacrylamide and glycerol aqueous solution, and they found time dependence viscosity behavior. Ait-Kadi et al. [11] investigated the role of salt on the viscoelastic behavior of the polyacrylamide solution, and they found that the salt provided a stability effect on the solution viscosity. Shin and Cho [12] investigated the temperature effect on the polyacrylamide aqueous solution, and reported that the viscosity showed temperature dependence at low shear rates while temperature independence at high shear rate.

Many biopolymers can be used in oil recovery processes, while Xanthan gum has been the most utilized biopolymer [13]. Aqueous solutions of Xanthan gum exhibit pseudoplastic behavior with very good suspending properties. Therefore, Xanthan solutions can be used as a suspending, stabilizing, thickening and emulsifying agent for food, cosmetics, pharmaceuticals and oil recovery among other applications [14]. Several experimental studies on the viscosity investigation of the Xanthan aqueous solution have been found. Some examples are: Whistler and BeMiller [15] who found strong pseudoplasticity results for the Xanthan solutions due to the formation of high molecular weight aggregates of stiff rod molecules. Milas and Rinaudo [16] reported that the Xanthan macromolecules in the ordered helical structure would stiffen the polysaccharide solution making Xanthan one of the stiffest natural biopolymers [17].
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Several experimental studies are carried out on the rheological measurements of emulsions in which the continuous phase is Newtonian fluid [18]-[20]. For a very dilute concentration of oil phase into an aqueous phase, viscosity increases linearly with oil concentration. For a medium oil concentration, viscosity increases nonlinearly while the emulsion is still Newtonian. However, at a high oil concentration, the flow exhibits a non-Newtonian pseudoplastic profile with associated yield stress at oil concentration higher than 75% [21]-[23]. Limited numbers of rheological investigations have been found on oil emulsion in which a non-Newtonian polymeric solution is used as a continuous phase [24]-[26]. Sosa-Herrera et al. [27] examined the rheological properties of oil emulsions prepared with 30% sunflower oil and different sodium caseinate/gellan gum mixtures at 25 °C. They reported that the emulsions without gellan were almost Newtonian behavior. However, when 0.03% or higher of gellan concentration was added into the emulsion, a non-Newtonian of shear thickening behavior was found.

Study of the yield stress behavior of the polymer aqueous solutions and crude oil emulsions is necessary for numerous industrial applications such as the oil industry for the initiation of the aqueous polymer solution or pumping an oil-polymer emulsion into a transportation pipeline. It is widely accepted that the mechanical characteristics of structured liquids change over a narrow low range of stress level. At stress below this level, the structured liquid behaves as elastic profile showing solid similar behavior. At stress above this level, the tested material displays continuous deformation showing viscous liquid behavior. This stress level is called the apparent yield stress [28].

This study will focus on the apparent yield stress comparison for the two most widely utilized commercial polymers and their emulsions with crude oil using a controlled-stress rheometer. These are Alcoflood polymer (i.e. polyacrylamide) and Xanthan gums (i.e. polysaccharides biopolymer). This experimental study examined a wide range of crude oil, Alcoflood, and Xanthan gums concentrations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

One of the important applications for the Alcoflood and Xanthan polymers is in the enhanced oil recovery stage either to recover some of the remaining oil in the formation or to push the surfactant solutions in the tertiary production stage. The objective of this investigation is to study the yield stress comparison of different aqueous solutions of Alcoflood and Xanthan gums and their emulsions with crude oil using Rheostress RS100 rheometer. The utilizing of controlled stress rheometer in CS-mode has allowed the accurate measurements of yield stress in comparison with controlled rate technique. Therefore, the investigation of yield stress at low shear rate of non-Newtonian profile is possible utilizing CS-mode [29]. This study examined a wide range of polymer concentrations of 0-104 ppm, two crude oil concentrations of 25 & 75 volume %, and different types of polymers. Crude oil-polymer emulsions were prepared from crude oil, polymer aqueous solution, and surfactant material.

Triton X-100 was used as an emulsifying agent to prepare crude oil-polymer emulsion for yield stress measurements. Polymer aqueous solution was prepared first by complete dissolving of polymer into distilled water. Then the emulsion was prepared by gradual mixing of crude oil into the prepared aqueous solution that contained 1% by volume of Triton X-100. The presence of an emulsifier during the preparation of crude oil-polymer emulsion is necessary to achieve strong repulsion mechanism between the droplets of the crude oil phase. Therefore, the emulsifier role is to avoid the coalescence mechanism between droplets phase and thus stabilizes the emulsion for a longer time.

A. Crude Oil

A North Sea crude oil delivered by Shell Canada Limited was employed in all experimental measurements. The crude oil viscosity equals 7.16 mPas at 40 °C, and density is 880.6 kg/m3 at 15 °C.

B. Surfactant Material

Triton X100 from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd. with a specific gravity of 1.07 was used as a surfactant. A surfactant material was necessary to prepare the crude oil emulsions. In general, a surfactant material is usually added into oil–aqueous phase system as an emulsifying agent to decrease the oil-aqueous solution interfacial tension and to stabilize the presence of the oil droplets phase within the aqueous continuous phase [30].

C. Alcoflood Polymers

Two Alcoflood polymers of AF1235 and AF1285, from Ciba Specialty Chemicals (Bradford, West Yorks, England), were examined in this study. Alcoflood materials are high molecular weight polyacrylamide copolymers. AF1235 is recommended for low-medium permeability reservoirs, whereas AF1285 is applied for high permeability reservoirs. The Alcoflood bulk density is 800 kg / m3 with intrinsic viscosity equal to 12 and 24 for AF1235 and AF1285, respectively. The water-soluble Alcoflood materials were supplied in a white granular powder form. The Alcoflood aqueous solutions were prepared by adding a certain weight of polymer material to 0.25 liter of warm distilled water. Enough time was given to achieve complete polymer dissolution without external mixing to avoid any mechanical degradation on the polymer network.

D. Xanthan Gums

Two Xanthan gums were examined for this study, the first gum was a chemical grade from Sigma-Aldrich Canada Ltd (Oakville, Ontario L6H 6J8, Canada) with product # G1253 under the product name of Sigma. The second gum was an industrial grade of Xanthan gum from CP Kelco (Atlanta-GA 30339, USA) with product # 10040282 and product name Kelzan. Both gums are white to tan colored powders and used in non-food applications such as a thickener and rheology control agents. The Xanthan solutions were prepared by
mixing the powder slowly in 0.25 liter of warm distilled water to reach the required concentration. The solutions were gently stirred until all the Xanthan gum completely dissolved. Since Xanthan solution is biodegradable, 1.0 gm formaldehyde was added and the solutions were stored at 4 oC until use to avoid bacterial growth.

E. RS100 Rheometer

The yield stress measurements of aqueous solutions and crude oil-polymers emulsions were carried out at a room temperature of 22 oC using RheoStress RS100 under controlled stress mode. A water bath was connected to the rheometer to control the applied temperature of the RS100 system. The controlled stress mode allows the most direct technique for the yield stress measurements. The applied shear stress on the examined sample is gradually increased without shear flow reported till the yield stress is reached. The shear stress-shear rate data were collected using cone-plate sensor with a cone angle of 4o. The cone diameter was 35 mm with a gap of 0.137 mm at the cone tip.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Some of the enhanced oil recovery’s polymer solutions and their crude oil emulsions are subjected to different stages of storage, pumping, and pipeline transportations; therefore it is necessary to study the apparent yield stress of these aqueous solutions and emulsions in the presence of Alcoflood and Xanthan gums. Utilizing control stress mode of the RS100 allows measuring very low yield stress. To establish the rheogram behavior of polymer solutions and crude oil emulsions, every sample will be subjected to two cycles of shear rate-shear stress. Up to 5000 ppm of polymer concentration, the stress was covered over the range 0-5 Pa to obtain 20 points of shear rate-shear stress measurements within the period of 180 seconds to establish the upward curve (i.e. the first cycle). To construct the downward curve, i.e. the second cycle, the assigned stress was driven backward from 5 Pa to no stress applied to collect another 20 experimental points of shear rate-shear stress within 180 seconds. For the polymer concentration of ≥ 5000 ppm, the stress cycle was covered over the range up to 20 Pa.

A. Yield Stress Behavior for Alcoflood Aqueous Solutions and Oil Emulsions

Fig. 1 displays the relationship between the assigned shear stress and the response shear rate for the aqueous solutions of the two Alcoflood tested polymers with concentrations of 104 ppm. Fig. 1 displays the upward-cycle and the downward-cycle curves established by ascending and descending the applied shear stress, respectively. The maximum assigned shear stress is 20 Pa as shown in Fig. 1. For the AF1235 aqueous solution of 104 ppm, Fig. 1 shows that the two curves are almost similar to each other with a slight difference between them. However, for the aqueous solution of 104 ppm of AF1285, the upward-cycle curve is positioned slightly higher than the downward-cycle curve.

This can be referred to the flow units of the Alcoflood solutions during the descending cycle having limited time to develop to their equilibrium size corresponding to the ascending curve. Further, Fig. 1 shows that higher cycles of ascending and descending curves are reported for the aqueous solution of AF1285 than the AF1235 solution for the same concentration of 104 ppm, which results in a higher resistance to flow.

Fig. 1. Rheogram behavior for AF1235 and AF1285 aqueous solution.

Fig. 2 shows a typical example for the crude oil-Alcoflood emulsions rheograms behavior in the presence of AF1285. Fig. 2 displays the effect of different concentration of AF1285 over the range of 500-104 ppm for the oil concentration of 75%. Fig. 2 reports that the full cycle of up- and down-curves increases with polymer concentration and consequently the emulsion initial flow resistance improves with polymer concentration. In a previous investigation of flow behavior of crude oil-Alcoflood polymer emulsions [26], it has been found that the well-known Casson model, equation (1), very sufficiently fits the flow behavior of the crude oil-Alcoflood polymers emulsions.

\[
\tau = (\tau_0^{0.5} + (\dot{\gamma} \eta_c)^{0.5})^2
\]

where \( \tau_0 \) is the apparent yield stress parameter determined by Casson model in Pa, \( \eta_c \) is the Casson apparent viscosity in Pa.s, \( \tau \) is the applied shear stress in Pa, and \( \dot{\gamma} \) is the corresponding shear rate in s-1. The modeling analysis is carried out for all the examined Alcoflood aqueous solutions and their emulsions with crude oil using the Casson model of equation (1).

Fig. 2. Effect of AF1285 concentration on 75% oil emulsions.

The complete results of the yield stress analysis are displayed in Fig. 3. As can be noticed from Fig. 3, the yield
stress for the Alcoflood aqueous solutions slightly increases with polymer concentration up to 103 ppm. Beyond this concentration, the yield stress strongly increases with polymer concentration. The same behavior is reported for all tested aqueous solutions and crude oil emulsions of Alcoflood polymers. Under no shear conditions, three-dimensional network structures will be formed within the aqueous solution of Alcoflood polymer which results to a yield stress behavior. When the applied shear stress exceeds the yield stress, the three-dimensional network structures deformed or even break down. The strength level of the three-dimensional network structures enhances gradually with polymer concentration. Fig. 3 shows that the aqueous solutions of AF1285 provide higher yield stress values than the AF1235. Fig. 3 shows as well the comparison between the yield stress reported values of the crude oil emulsions with AF1235 & AF1285 for the two examined oil concentrations over a wide range of polymer concentration of 0-104 ppm. As expected, both concentrations of polymer and crude oil play important role in dictating the value of the apparent yield stress. Up to polymer concentration of 103 ppm, the yield stress behavior will not significantly be affected by Alcoflood type, and both concentrations of polymer and crude oil. However, the effect of the three controlled factors of Alcoflood type and both concentrations of polymer and crude oil will be more pronounced over the polymer concentration range of 103-104 ppm. For polymer concentration > 103 ppm, AF1285 aqueous solutions cause higher apparent yield stress than aqueous solutions of AF1235. The apparent yield stresses of the Alcoflood solutions gradually decrease with further addition of crude oil.

Fig. 3. Yield stress for different concentrations of Alcoflood oil emulsions.

**B. Yield Stress Behavior for Xanthan Gums Aqueous Solutions and Oil Emulsions**

Fig. 4 shows the rheogram flow behavior for different concentrations of kelzan solutions as a typical example for the Xanthan gums aqueous solutions behavior. Fig. 4 displays the upward-cycle and the downward-cycle curves established by ascending and descending the applied shear stress, respectively. For the same concentration, the upward-cycle curve is positioned significantly higher than the downward-cycle curve. Higher Kelzan concentration leads to higher cycles of ascending and descending curves as can be concluded from Fig. 4, which results to higher resistance to flow. Similar behavior is reported for the Sigma aqueous solutions with different concentrations.

Fig. 5-a shows the rheogram behavior of the 50% crude oil emulsions in the presence of different Sigma concentrations as a typical example for other emulsions with different concentrations. Fig. 5-a depicts that the ascending and descending cycles increase by Sigma concentration over the range of 250 to 5000 ppm resulting higher yield stresses. Thus, the resistance of the initial flow of the crude oil-Xanthan emulsions will be increased with Xanthan concentration. Fig. 5-b displays the effect of different crude oil concentration in the presence of 104 ppm of Kelzan. This Fig. also shows a significant result for the further addition of crude oil into the emulsion behavior, the more oil is added to the emulsion, the higher ascending and descending cycles are reported. Fig. 5-a shows that for lower Xanthan concentration of ≤ 1000 ppm, very low yield stresses are reported for all the crude oil emulsions. However, for the higher Xanthan concentration of higher than 1000 ppm, Figs. 5-a and 5-b display much higher yield stresses. The modeling analysis employing Casson model of equation (1) was carried out to determine the yield stress for each crude oil-Xanthan emulsion.
Figs. 6-a and 6-b are typical examples for a comparison study between the rheogram behavior of Sigma- and Kelzan-crude oil emulsions. Different concentrations of Sigma and Kelzan Xanthan materials are examined in the presence of 75% crude oil. For the high crude oil concentration of 75%, both emulsions of Sigma and Kelzan show almost similar rheograms behaviors for all tested Xanthan concentrations.

Modeling analysis using the Casson model of equation (1) was carried out for all the examined Xanthan aqueous solutions and their crude oil emulsions. The results in terms of yield stress are displayed in Fig. 7 versus Xanthan concentration. Fig. 7 shows that the Xanthan concentration has a strong role on the value of the apparent yield stress.

C. Comparison between Alcoflood and Xanthan Yield Stress Behaviors

The detailed discussion of the rheogram behaviors for the Alcoflood and Xanthan aqueous solutions and their emulsions with crude oil are presented in the previous sections. It is useful for the current work to study the similarities and differences in the rheogram behaviors and yield stress measurements of the tested Alcoflood and Xanthan solutions and their emulsions.

Figs. 8-a and 8-b display the effect of the Alcoflood and the Xanthan gums concentration on their aqueous solutions rheogram behaviors. Low and high concentrations of Alcoflood and Xanthan gum solutions were tested in each case. For low concentration of 103 ppm, Fig. 8-a shows that the rheogram behavior of the AF1235 solution is slightly higher than the corresponding behavior of the Sigma solution which is diminished with concentration till 5000 ppm. Fig. 8-b displays rheogram behaviors for AF1285 and Kelzan aqueous solutions. For low concentration of 103 ppm, Fig. 8-b shows a similar behavior to Fig. 8-a. However, for the higher concentration of 104 ppm, the two aqueous solutions coincide on top of each other till the beginning of the viscous region in which the AF1285 provides higher response than the Kelzan solution.
Fig. 8. Comparison between Alcoflood and Xanthan solutions.

Figs. 9-a shows the effect of different Alcoflood and Xanthan concentrations on the rheogram emulsions behavior in the presence of 25% crude oil. Fig. 9-a exhibits that the ascending and descending cycles increase by polymer concentration over the examined concentration leading to a higher yield stresses. In addition, as can be concluded from Fig. 9-a, the rheograms behaviors of the Alcoflood emulsions are higher than the corresponding Xanthan emulsions. Fig. 9-b, as a typical example, displays the effect of the crude oil addition in the presence of Alcoflood and Xanthan aqueous solutions. In general, the addition of crude oil into the aqueous phase of polymer solutions results in a significant response. Fig. 9-b shows that the more oil is added to the emulsion, the higher the ascending and descending curves are found.

The modeling analysis was carried out using equation (1) to determine the apparent yield stress for all the tested polymer aqueous solutions and their emulsions with crude oil. The results of this analysis are displayed in Fig. 10. Both Figs. 10-a and 10-b exhibit that the more addition of Alcoflood and Xanthan materials into the aqueous solutions enhances the yield stress which leads to a higher resistance of the initial flow. Figs. 10-a and 10-b also show that the Xanthan aqueous solutions provide significantly higher yield stresses than the Alcoflood solutions. As can be found in Figs. 10-a and 10-b, due to the addition of crude oil into the aqueous solution, the crude oil slightly lowers the value of the apparent yield stress. Also, the modeling analysis shows that the addition of the crude oil increases the Casson apparent viscosity as can be concluded from Fig. 9-b. This can be attributed to the presence of the crude oil droplets within the emulsion, which enhances the droplets interaction and therefore the Casson apparent viscosity increases with crude oil concentration.

Fig. 9. Comparison between AF1235-Sigma -25%oil emulsions.

Fig. 10. Yield stresses of Alcoflood and Xanthan solutions.
IV. CONCLUSIONS

The yield stress investigation of Alcoflood and Xanthan aqueous solutions and their emulsions with crude oil was studied. For the same polymer concentration of 104 ppm, AF1285 aqueous solution displayed higher cycles of upward and downward yield stress values than AF1235. Higher concentration than 1000 ppm, the Alcoflood polymer of AF1285 provides resistance for both polymer aqueous solutions and their emulsions with crude oil. For polymer concentration higher than 1000 ppm, the Alcoflood polymer of AF1285 provides higher yield stress values than AF1235. Higher concentration of Xanthan solutions displayed higher cycles of upward and downward rheogram cycles. For Xanthan concentration of higher than 1000 ppm, significant yield stresses can be anticipated for the Xanthan solutions and their oil emulsions. For 75% crude oil emulsion, all concentrations of Sigma and Kelzan displayed almost similar rheograms behaviors. The yield stress of Sigma and Kelzan solutions increases slightly with polymer concentration up to 103 ppm. For concentration of higher than 1000 ppm, the yield stress raises significantly with polymer concentration. For Xanthan crude oil emulsions, the presence of crude oil leads to a slight reduction of the apparent yield stress. Aqueous solutions of Alcoflood polymer exhibit slightly higher rheograms behavior than the Xanthan solutions. The presence of Alcoflood within crude oil emulsions leads to a higher rheograms behavior than the crude oil-Xanthan emulsions. Higher ascending and descending curves resulted by adding crude oil into their aqueous solutions. The yield stress value significantly enhances with polymer concentration. For both aqueous solution and crude oil emulsion, the presence of Xanthan causes higher yield stress than the Alcoflood. The crude oil slightly decreases the value of the apparent yield stress for both Alcoflood and Xanthan emulsions.
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